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It was one cloudy day when I indulged in a
bit of rare impulse purchasing – of
everything, I ended up buying tickets to New
Zealand, one of the most beautiful countries
in the world. Not that I regretted it, except
for the immense confusion to decide what to
see and what to leave.
Auckland
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Taupo

NEW ZEALAND

Franz Josef, Fox glaciers
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For there is a lot in this country. With a short
human history of only 800 years, this
country – Aotearoa in the local Māori dialect
- is still steeped in culture and history, and
filled with myriad watershed events of wars,
peace treaties, and then a blossoming
economy based on farming.
However, what amazed me most was the
insane diversity of the geography here – so
much packed in so little! While I did tick off
a long list of places on my checklist, I ended
up adding as many, if not more, after my
several interactions with fellow travelers and
locals.

The following pages highlight just a handful
of 1750+ pics that I clicked over an intense 7
day travel across both islands. And yet, I was
only thirsty for more. Such is the beauty of
New Zealand, such are the memories of far
away Aotearoa.

What strikes you immediately
as you descend into Auckland is
its numerous volcanic cores,
jutting out of both land and sea
(don’t worry, all dormant they
are)
Sitting on the fringes of the
geologically active Ring of Fire,
it is no surprise that Auckland
has about 50 of these
volcanoes.
Pictured here is the crater of the
28,000 year old Mount Eden,
the highest point in the city,
with the cityscapes providing a
wonderful backdrop

The most dominating landmark in the Auckland skyline is the
Auckland Sky tower (that reminded me strangely of one large
syringe, with a sparkling needle). At 328 m, it is apparently the
tallest structure in the southern hemisphere!
Bustling with energy, Auckland is a beautiful city – the largest in
the country, and also the city with the highest Polynesian
population anywhere on earth. It is no wonder that this
economically strong city draws people from far away remote
islands as Tonga, Tuvalu, Cook Islands among many others.
Auckland has much to offer, within and without. Sadly, given my
super action packed schedule, I couldn’t spare more than an
evening in this vibrant city. However, I did make a long list of
places to see the next time I will be here.

As I was to learn soon after, this was to be my situation in every
nook and corner of NZ, such is its diversity and natural beauty. In
the process of ticking off places from my bucket list, I have only
ended up adding more blank check boxes.

Hobbiton, Mata Mata

Home to the legendary hobbits from
the Lord of the Rings movies, the
Shire (rather, the movie sets, sigh!) is
located 20 km from the nearest town
Matamata, and 180 km south of
Auckland. Today, years after the
Tolkiens trilogies have been shot, the
500 hectares of land from the movie
sets have not been dismantled,
leading to over 250,000 LOTR
lunatics making this pilgrimage
throughout the year

Peter’s perfection - the director’s eye for details is phenomenal, as can be seen from the efforts
expended to create the sets, even if they were to be used for a single shot

With around 40 hobbit holes dug into the
hills, the Hobbiton helps you escape to the
world you imagined when reading Tolkiens.
And then you start clicking to desperately
hold on to these shards of sunny day
memories. The tour guides will tell you that
some nerd took 3000 photos on a 2 hour tour,
the highest till date. As for me, I fell short by
just 2950 clicks!

Wai o tapu

(Māori for ‘sacred waters’)

Not far from Mata Mata lies Rotorua – the geothermal capital of the
country, replete with hot springs, boiling mud et al. Here lies the Wai-otapu thermal wonderland, meaning ‘sacred waters’ in the Māori tongue.
I happily replaced ‘sacred’ with ‘scared’ as the waters were incredibly
colorful, yet scary. More the colors, more the toxins – sulphur, antimony,
arsenic – you name it, this park has it all. All said, this was terra surrealis
indeed with its bubbling hot pools and unforgettable names such as
Devil's Home, Devil's Ink pots, Frying pan flat, Inferno Crater, Devil's
Bath, to name a few

And yet, life never ceases to
amaze you. Even in this
apparently inhospitable land
was a thriving ecosystem, full
of bugs and birds. Most active
were these fluttering fantails,
snapping insects in mid air,
happily calling this place
home.
The birds also nest in the
rocky crevices of grottos that
are constantly exposed to hot
fumes, using the geothermal
energy to help incubate their
eggs.
Bizarre indeed! But then this
is kiwi-land. One needs to
accept the unexpected.

Taupo

It’s impossible to not fall in love with the rolling hills of
Kiwiland. With a large focus on cattle and cow rearing, it was
not long before the forests and scrub lands of the country were
cleared to make way for the carpet greens of the graze-lands
required to sustain this industry. Not that it was an easy task,
with the local farmers importing fecund grasses and even
earthworms from their erstwhile European homelands to create
these pastoral farms.

Our next destination from Wai-o-tapu through such rolling
hills was Taupo, home to the largest lake in NZ as well as
the largest active volcano in the country and the highest
point in the North Island – Mount Ruapehu (both caught in
the photo in the earlier page, with Ruapehu being the flatter
mountain to the left). The mount has been strife with
volcanic activity, with major eruptions striking every 50
years, the last being in 1995

On the outskirts of Taupo lies the Huka falls - the most visited
natural wonder of the country and one of the largest falls in the
island. While the drop is not that great, what is thrilling is the
volume of water that hurtles over the fall - apparently enough
to fill up a Olympic pool in 10 freaking seconds.
The reason for such a deluge is what I consider the Thermopylae
for the river Waikato (remember 300, the movie?) This river
ambles lazily with a width of 100m, but is suddenly constricted
to less than 15m as it crosses this volcanic ledge, leading it not
only tumble and create the cascade but also accumulate the
huge volume of water that creates one of the largest cataracts of
the country.
The water looks pristine sky blue in color, heavily laden with
froth and foam that has in turn lent the name Huka – ‘foam’ in
Māori. What is also discernible is the gorge that the river has cut
through over time that now seems to snake through the volcanic
canyon.

The sparkling waters of the Waikato river…

…hurtling down to form the Huka Falls

Another interesting local secret nearby were the
Aratiatia rapids, formed when the dam gates of the
Waikato River are opened a few times a day (see inset).
These are also the famous rapids used in the filming of
Peter Jackson's movie, The Hobbit: The Desolation of
Smaug (escape scene of the dwarves from the Elves in
barrels)

Queenstown

Next step was across the Tasman
Strait on to the South Island :
Queenstown. Established in 1860 by
European explorer William Rees as a
farm and cattle station, the gold rush
in nearby Arrow town soon ensured
more migrants swelling up in the
town.
The small yet bustling town is based
on the banks of Lake Wakatipu while
the beautiful Southern Alps beckons
not far away.
On our first evening, we scaled the
nearby Queenstown hill through
dense woods to earn amazing views
of the town, sitting by the longest
lake of NZ. Formed after the last ice
age, the lake is a glacial one –
standing on the top of the hill, that
evening, it was not hard to imagine
the last vestiges of a glacier melting to
flood the valley and form this
beautiful lake.
Pictured here are Maori sentinels
towering just outside the Queenstown
airport

Rhododendrons and conifers on the walk up to Queenstown hill – true scent of the Alpine airs

On the walk up to the Queenstown hill

‘Time flies, Eternity awaits’ – Indelible lines at the top of the hill, not that
you require written words to make you philosophical when your thoughts
are already overwhelmed. Pictured here is the aptly named esoteric
sculpture ‘Basket of Dreams’

Walking along the shores of Lake Wakatipu drives in you the
sense that you are on holiday. Warm cafes, a nip in the air,
pastel shaded rooms facing the vast lake and the aroma of
diverse flavors wafting of every other door. Then, there’s the
fauna such as these ducklings. Or the life sized statue of the
Moa – a bit scary with those Jurassic looks, but then they are
extinct, no worries!
The largest of the moa reached twice the height of the average
man but these birds – similar to most birds in NZ – had long
lost the ability to fly due to the absence of land predators. But
then came the outsiders. Such as the Polynesians who landed
here 800 years back and sadly ate away the Moa to extinction.

Milford Sound

The road trip from Queenstown to
Milford Sound was undoubtedly one
of the best in our itinerary. Winding
through deep glacial lakes, snow
clad peaks, dense forests, deer and
alpaca farms and crystal clear
waterfalls, the journey literally
stunned us at every corner. And then
it ended up at the mesmerizing
Milford Sound with a staggering
lesson in geology, history and
taxonomy all punched in a single
boat cruise on the Sound’s waters

Birds on the Sound (clockwise from below): Kea - the most popular bird on the South Island, this alpine parrot is an adorably
naughty one, and surprisingly inquisitive, happily peeking inside cars (and searching for the odd tourist with a bag of chips), the
New Zealand Pigeon, a pair of oyster catchers, Weka - yet another NZ flightless bird - which we happily mistook for the kiwi

The name ‘Sound’ is apparently a
misnomer – a Sound is a valley
carved by water unlike a Fiord
carved by ice, though both get
flooded by sea waters. Formed in the
last Ice Ages, all the so-called sounds
of South Island are actually Fiords,
all misnamed – as a last bit of
salvation, the entire region (see inset)
has been called the Fiordland
National Park
Pictured here is one of the most
popular icons of the Milford Sound –
the Mitre Peak. What is interesting is
the valley formed to the left of the
peak, clearly showing how the hills
were gouged by glaciers in the last
ice age (valleys formed by glaciers
are U-shaped unlike valleys carved
by rivers which are V-shaped)

Sound-scapes (clockwise from top left): Discovery of fresh water, along with pristine landscapes in these parts turned out to be a big boon for the early
European explorers; the Stirling Falls with a staggering drop of 150m – three times that of the Niagara, our boat sneaked into its base to give us an
unforgettable splash in its waters; New Zealand fur seals enjoying a bit of the sun in the wettest part of the country that sees over 360 cloudy days; spectral
hues that the Europeans called ‘Fairy Lights’

One of the most dramatic moments in our cruise, when the boat moved out of the calm waters of the fiord onto the choppy Tasman Seas - Captain
Cook had passed through these waters and had not bothered exploring further inwards, assuming that these were a continuous stretch of hills
without any inlet (well, he even couldn’t pinpoint a good location for Sydney, so not a good sailor he :p) Also, can you spot the series of steps on the
hill slopes? Each step was apparently carved out by glaciers – geologists have discovered 6 such steps – 4 above water, and 2 below, implying that
these hills have been scoured by glaciers in six ice ages since their formation. Inset: Rare sighting of Fiordland Crested Penguins

We felt privileged to stay overnight at Milford Sound at the less popular but sparkling Milford Lodge – most unaware tourists head off to Te Anau 240 km
away. With no tourists, we had the Sound literally to ourselves at dusk and dawn, making for peaceful walks, as if warped in time.
Top right: The Lady Bowen Falls, towering at 160 m creates enough hydro energy to power whatever energy is required at the Lodge and the tourism centre.
Bottom right: The unfurling leaves of the fern, known as ‘Koru’ in Māori is revered highly, being symbolic of new growth.

Wanaka

Our next stop was Wanaka. Having seen Milford, I was wondering if the rest of the trip would feel anti-climactic. Little did I
know that the country was laughing, as in ROFL-ing at my thoughts. For soon in store lay too -cute –to describe Romney lambs,
prancing in the paddocks to awesome alpacas, curding too coolly

The deer is not native to New Zealand, being brought to NZ from England and Scotland for sport in the mid-late 19th century,
and released mainly in the Southern Alps. However, the environment proved ideal and the wild populations without check . By
the 1950s, wild deer were regarded as a pest because of their decimation of the native forests and grasslands. However, there
was an economic turnaround in the 1960s, when NZ started exporting venison, turning the pest into an export earner.

Wondrous Wanaka: Endowed with yet another glacial age remnant of a lake (also called Wanaka), the town of Wanaka has
inexhaustible walks and trails, from seeking the romantically named Mt. Aspiring to following the Rob Roy glacier trail
(named after the Scottish highlander hero)
Top left: The picturesque Diamond Lake; Top right: Sunset on Lake Wanaka

Fox Glacier

Our last stop were the famous
glaciers of the Southern Alps –
Fox and Franz Josef. However,
the journey from Wanaka
started on a damp note –
torrential rains all along. But it
was a different experience, I
must admit. From beach to
temperate rainforests to glacier
in less than 4 hours – incredible!
These are apparently the only
glaciers that extend to temperate
forests anywhere in the world
The journey to Franz Josef
through the Mount Aspiring and
Mount Cook National Parks
seemed ethereal – with
waterfalls gushing out of every
nook while we drove through
dense forests. When we reached
Franz Josef, it was a wet walk
through torrential rains to reach
the mouth of the glacier.
However, after getting
completely drenched and still a
long way to go, we decided to
abandon the hike as the rains
showed no signs of abatement.

Luck was better the next day, with the sun shining bright – early morning, we hiked for over 40 minutes to reach the mouth of
the Fox Glacier. The stream of ice and snow gliding down is the glacier that extends 13 km onto the hills

At the height of the last ice age, Fox Glacier went all the way down to the sea. Today it has retracted to stop many a kilometer away,
with a trickle of a river carrying the melt. However, the vicious past of the glacier is evident everywhere with shingles and pebbles
scattered all around – once the moraine or the bedrock on which the glacier used to move. The erstwhile path of the glacier is also
quite evident, now a wide U shaped valley stretching down to the Tasman Sea.

The saddest part – starting on the last leg of the journey to Queenstown to return home. And desperately trying to cling on to
those last memoirs of snowy peaks, lush greens and transparent snow melt waters. Reminding me strongly of the one place on
earth that can put a stronger fight – the majestic Himalaya. But with so much diversity in such a small land, New Zealand
packs an unforgettable punch!

Stunning blues at Knights Point
lookout, on the way back to
Queenstown
Inset: Spotting the tui bird with its
characteristic white tuft

Another halt at the Haast highway

Palm trees in the snow : at Lake Hawea

A moment of reflection at wafting clouds on Lake Wanaka. Clouds - what gave this country its original Māori name - Aotearoa,
the ‘land of the long white cloud.’ Māoris from Polynesia 800 years back, wafting across the Pacific on outrigger canoes saw this
wonderland, shrouded in a cloud cover, named it thus and decided to call it home. Even today cold moist winds from the
Southern Ocean strike this country to form clouds exactly on the landmass. Not by coincidence perhaps, this image of a thick
white cloud cover on the island was what I saw when my plane took off from Queenstown, bidding adieu to New Zealand. It was
perhaps the island’s way of reminding anyone who would notice that nothing changes, that time flies, yet eternity awaits…

